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TE�fPEl{!NH MILL PICKS.-F. A. K., in issue of July 15th, 
asks for a rceipe for tempering mill picks. I find tIle following an excel
lent method: After working the steel carefully, prepftrc a bath of lead 
heated to tIle boiling point, which will be in<licated by a slight agitation 
of tIle surface. In it place tIle end of tIle pick to the depth of 17:; inches. 
until heated to the temperature of the lead, tIlen plunge immediately in 
clear cold water. TIle temper will be just right, if the batIl is at the tem

l)erature required. The principal requisites in making mill picks are: 
First, get good steel-I' Butcher" or I' Jessup" I have found good. Sec

ond, work it at a low heat; most blacksmiths injure steel by overheatir.g. 
TIlird, heat for tempering witIlout direct exposure to tIle fire. The lead 
bath acts merely as protection agrrinst the heat wIlicIl is almost a:ways too 
great to temperwell.-R. B., of TE'nn. 

SCALIX{J STEEL.-L. G. can remove the scale from steel arti
cles by pickling in water witIl a little sulphuric acid jn it, and when the 
8('ale is loosened, brushing with sand and a stiff brush.-D. G.P., of Ill. 

SUFTEXIXG GUMs.-The trouble with IV. IiV. G.'s gums prob
ably is a deposit of s:llivary calculus upon Ilis teeth, under the free edge of 
the gum, which crrn only be removrG by the scaler of a cll:'nti�t. --D. G. P., 
of Ill. 

PARIS GREEN ON POTATOES.-In your issue of August 19th, 
c. E. McR. asks if Paris green put on potato plants will poison the tubers 
so that people would be poisoned by eating them. I think not, and yet 
cannot consider it entIrely safe to use it. Pure Paris green, or Scheele's 
green, is arsenit.� of copper. It is insoluble in water; hence, when put 
upon the soil, it remains in it like so IDl1Ch sand. W. W. Daniels, of the 
University of Wisconsin, writing on this subject, say'!, I'TIlere is no evi
(lence to sIlow that plants ever take tIlis substance into tIleir circulation, 
and the lan's of vegetable physiology WGuid lead us to believe th:lt if they 
do so at all it must be in the smallest quantities." Still, to use it is to put 
an active poison into the SOll. which TiiflY never do any harm. Of course, 
it is not likely to do any harm from being on the outside of the tubers, fo·' 
they are usually pared, or at lea ... t well wasIled, before being cooked. But 
time, only, will show tIle result of using it, for it will remain in the ground 
unless removed by those I' slow natural solvents which are constantly at 
work decomposing the mllleral ir:gredients of the soil. "-L. Q. B ., of Ohio. 

BATTERY.-" Neu tral" asks some questions which I will en
deavor to answer. First: A carbon plate is preferable to a copper one in 
a theoretical sense, since the battery resistance is less, that is, the intensity 
is greater with carbon than wi tIl copper; but to T. G. B., wishing to con
struct his own battery, I recommended copper and zinc, because I helieve 
that, in most placps, copper plates are more readily obtained than good 
carbon ones; besides there are practical objections to carbon plates which 
are difficult to overcome. Carbon is permeable by liquids; and the fluids 
of the battery, being drawn up by capillary attraction, finally reach the 
metallic caps and corrode tIlem, thus oftering a great, if not an insur
mountable barrier to the current. The only means of preventing this is to 
UlOroughly cleanse the plates and their metallic caps after use, or to make 
the carbons reaeh so far above the cells that capillary attraction will not 
raise the fluids to their tops. The first of these methods is koublesome 
the second inconvenient, and it thus usually happens that carbon plates 
are dearer in tIle long run tIlan platinum ones. Second: I know nothing 
about 'Ielectropoin," having never even seen it; nor do I understand why 
people should buy I' battery fiuids" when they can get all the water, acid, 

aIHl salts necessary. Third: The bichromate solution gives off no fumes 
when in action, unless too much sulphuric acid be added, when a little 
hydrogen is eliminated. It may consequently be used in a parlor with 
impunity.-NE:Ho, of Canada. 

9idttdifir 
W ATER FOR AQU ARIA.-G . VV. G. can use either well or cis

tern water, for neither will injure gold or native fishes. I have kept mine, 
first in one, rmd then transferred them to the other, in order to see if it 
would injure them, but I could not see any change in them. He need only 
change the water when it becomes green. Let him have a small cup handy, 
and when he passes his nquarium take up a cup full and pour it back into 
the aquarlum from a hight of eighteen incheR-that wilJ hpJp to keep the 
water pure.-T. E. L ., of Ky. 

SPONTANEOUS IHNITION.-I suppose it is a well known fact, 
that a handful of cotto:"! waste, slightly saturated with boiled linseed oil, 
will spontaneously take fire within two hours. Will some chemist, please 
explain ?-S. S. B. , of Vt. 

[We pl'e.'?ent herewith a series of inquiries embracing a 'Dariety Qf topics o.J 

greater or le88 general interest. The que8tions ar� simple, it is tl'u,e, out we 

'Prefer to elicrt vractical an8Wers from our reader8. I 

1.-EXTRACTINH FIBRIN FROJ\! BLOOD.-I would ask the 
many readers ofihe SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, how to deprive blood of its fi
brin ?-S. G. D. 

2.-LoCUST SEED.-I wish to plant a quantity of white lo
cust seed, to grow posts for fencing purposes, and have been informed that 
not more than one seed in every pint will sprout, if sowed ordinarily. Will 
some of your numerous readers inform me through what process, if any, the 
seed 9an be taken to make them propagate? I have been informed by one 
person that they will require roastmg. Is it so? If so, how much ? Should 
they be planted in fall, winter, or sprmg?-V. A. J. 

3.-POLISHINH SHELLS.-I wish to know how to remove 
the dark crust from ornamental shells, and how to polish the same.-E. A. 
S. B. 

4.-KILLINH FLIEs.-Can any of your readers tell me of 
anything which, if burnt in a close room, will .kill the flies therein? I have 
tried brimstone with no effect except to increase the animation of the in
sects. -.J. H. D. 

5.-CONCA VE REFL ECTORS.-Permit me, through your 
H Query" columns, to ask the following questions: What is the cheapest way 
to make concave reflectors, about sixteen or eighteen inches in diameter, 
which will condense the rays of the sun at a point about six feet from the 
reflector, that is, of six feet focus? It is not necessary that they should be 
perfectly true. How are the glass lamp reflectors made, the kind that are 
silvered like a looking glass ?-R. 

B.-COMPRESSED AIR ENmNE.-I see it noticed in some 
papers that there is a slight modification of the steam engine necessary in 
order to run the same by compressed air. Please state the said modifica
tion. I wish to construct and use an engine to run by compressed air.-
A. R. C. 

7.-RENOVATINH CARPETS.-IVhat kinu of machinery is 
u'1ed for renovatin� carpetia in large establishments in the city?-O. G. M. 

8.-COLORINH GOLD.-Can some of your readers give me 
the morhts operandi by which gold is colored so as to make the so called 
"Etruscan" jewelry ?-R. L. K. 

9.-RESTORINH GRINDSTONE.-I have a large, fine grit 
grindstone, which has become hard and glazed by exposure. Can any of 
your readers inform me how it can be restored ?-J. E. G. 

10.-ANASTATIC PROCESS.-Will some of the readers of 
the SCIES'rIFIC AMERICAN tell me how to prepare a z incplatefor anastatic 
printing, and how to make a transfer ink which can be used with a pen ?-E. 
P. W. 

11.-ApPLYINH SAND TO SURFACE OF IRON.-How can I 
make sand (the same as used in the manufacture of the best flint sand paper) 
adhere to the planed surface of wrought or cast iron? I wish to use it for 
sand papering wood. And where can I obtain the sand ?-M. N. S. 

12.-FoRMULA FOR SAFETY VALVE.-I'Vill any of the read
ers of the SCIENTIFIC A-'!EHICA� be kind enough to instruct me how to cal
cnlate the effective weight of a safety valve lever ?-A. 

13.--BRONZINH PLASTER CASTS.-I have two large plaster 
busts which I wish to bronze in imitation of good French bronze. Will 

some one give me the method in detail ?-J. W. H. 

Declined. 
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PUMP.-Everard S. Crowell, of Augusta, Maine.- This is an improvement 
in the class of force pumps provided with two sets of inlet and outlet valves, 
and two pistons simultaneously reciprocated in the same cylinder and in 
opposite directions. It consists in the arrangemeni, with receiving and 
eduction chambers of peculiar construction, of three induction and three 
eduction valves, whereby, it is claimed, water may be constantly drawn into 
the cylinder and forced out of the same with more uniformity llnd steadiness, 
as well as force of flow, than in allied inventions. 

STEAl\f BOILER.-George Keen, of North McGregor, Iowa.-The object 01 

this invention is to increase the steam generating surface of the ordinary 
flue boiler and to consume the smoke and gaseous products of combustion 
thereby economizing fuel. It consists in a series of short funnel shaped con
ducting tubes, which connect the furnace or fire box with a main flue or 
combustion chamber of the bOiler, and in an adjustable damper at the front 
end of the said main flue, by means of which any required amount of atmos
pheric air may be admitted to mingle with gaseous products of combustion 
in the flue, thereby supplying an additional amount of oxygen to such gase� 
and consuming them. It also consists in a general arrangement and combi. 
nation of parts. 

GA.'NG PLow.-John Blackwood, of Madison Township, Ohio.-This inven. 
tion furnishes an improved gang plow, so constructed as to plow furrows 01 

uniform width and depth, and which raises the furrow slice without presto!
ing upon the bottom of said furrow. leaving the ground at the bottom of the 
furrow loose and porous. It consists in the construction and combination 
of various parts, as set forth in the specification of the inventor. 

ATT ACIIING PLOWS TO TRACTION ENGINEs.-William H. H. Heydrick, 01 

Chestnut Hills, Pa.-The plows are arranged diagonally across the machine. 
The plow beams are connected with the !Jeam of a triangular drawing frame 
by plates. These plates are provided with ribs on the under side which arc 
perpendicular to the line of draft. Each plow beam is provided with a hinge 
plate, grooved so as to correspond with the ribs of the first named plates, 
and also with a slot. The hinge plates are clamped to the ribbed plates and 
to the beam by bolts and suitable screw nuts. These bolts are provided 
with rubber springs placed under the head of the bolt or under the nut. The 
object of this arrangement of the spring is to allow the hinge plates to escape 
when the resistance on the oblique walls of the ribs of each plate becomeH 
excessive. When this resistance is greater than the resisting power of the 
springs in the lengthwise direction of the bolts, the said plates will e�:;Cflpe. 
The tension of these springs may be regulated by screwing up the nuts. 

MOLDING MACHINE.-This il:) the invention of .John Demarest, of Mott 
Haven, New York. The mechanical details of the invention art'. of such a 

nature that they cannot be described here. The machine is especially 
designee. to be useful in core casting, in molding pipes, etc. The claims 
cover the use of triangular gates arranged and operated in a specified man
ner, and for the purpose set forth, also combinations of various devices, but 
the most prominent and novel feature is the formation of the core shafts of 
large cores of an oval form, so as to leave the greater thickness of sand m 
the line of movement of the sections of the mold, thereby securing uniform 
compression of the sand when the mold is closed. 

CARPET STRETCIlER.-S. Eliott, of Sonora, Cal.-This consists of two bar3, 
at the end of one of which is a box into which the other bar slides. One ot 

the bars is provided with claws to seiz(� upon the carpet. Within the box s 

a pulley block, cord and windlass. The cord passes from the windlass over 
the pulley and is then attached to the bar in such a way that winding up the 
cord thrusts the bar out. In use, the claws are made to engage the carpet; 
the other end of the device is placed against the opposite side of the room, 
and the windlass being turned, the carpet is stretched; the windlass being 
held by a ratchet and pawl while the stretched carpet is beint,{ tacked down. 

DOVETAILING M.ACHINE.-John B. Ritchey, of Pomeroy, Ohio.-A revolv· 
ing cutter is mounted in a vertically reciprocating frame, and a table 
whereon the work is to be presented to the machine, having the boards, to 
be dovetailed, clamped upon it, has to be moved along past the cutter the 
distance from center to center of the tenons or mortises, and held while the 
cutter moves up or down through the board when laid fiatwise to do its 
work; and as the distances between centers vary in different work, it !Jecomes 
necessary to employ adjustable spacing devices in connection with the table 
for the purpose. These consist in the adjustable blocks arranged in a slotted 
bar, and having the wedges between them, by which they are shifted closer 
together or further apart, as may be req uired by the work in hand, the said 
wedges being driven in or dra wn bacl,: by a pIa te and adj tlsting screw, and 
the upper ends of the blocks engaging a spring pawl or holder, attached to 
the under side of the table, and springing down over the blocks, so that a 
projection on it, bearing against the blocks at one side, will regulate or 
gage the position of the table. In thisexample it is proposed to make use 0 

the same instrumentalities, with the following modifications. The blocks 
are notched on one side, and fit the we�ges in them to hold them down, 

MEDICAl, C03IPorxn FOR KID�EY DISEASRs.-Robert Hawl!ins and Albert 
Addison Hill, of Beallsville, Pa.-This is a combination of vegetable reme� 
dies to form a remedy for gra vel and stricture, and it is claimed is used with 

CONE PULLEys.-Although the subject of what are termed 
"Cone Pulleys" has been somm\'Ilat ventilated in the SCIENTIFIC AliERI, 
CAN, and various correspondents have forwarded, from time to time 
answers to some proposed questions, it does not appear from the com
municatio J of A. W. G. tIla t the subject is yet clear in his mind. If A. W. 
G. has tried tIle rules given by previous correspondents and found them 
incorrect, or in some cases worthless, I do not wonder at it. An answer 
to his question, even if he had given aU the data, requires the solution of a 
transcendental equation, and cannot possibly be solYed by diagrams, wIlile 
as it now stands, it IS mathematically indeterminate. The truth is, that 
the theory of cone pulleys is a complicated and difficult one, one element 
in the solution of which is the distance between the axes of the pulleys; 
and it is only when tIlis distance is very great in comparison with the 
diameter of the larger pulley, or wIlen tIle two pulleys are of nearly the 
same size, that the rule commonly given will apply. If belts were made 
of some inextenf\ible substance, the difficulties of adjustment would require 
more accurate rules, but fortunately leather straps readily accommodate 
themselves to slight errors of construction, although not running in such 
cases with I' equal tension. "-NE)10, of Canada. 

Gomm1tnications upon thefollowin,7 8ubject.shave bef!.n 'j'eceived and examined the best results in diseases of the kidneys, bladder, and liver, reducing in. 

by the E(Utm', but theil' 1}1t7)lloltion is re8pectf�aly declined: flammation in those organs and acting favorably upon the stomacp, 

BEDFORDIAN SYSTEM OF ASTRONOMY.- --. 

CAUSES OF DI SE ASE.-Z. C. M c E. 

COLORADO AND NEVADA ORES.-C. W. 

GRAVITY AND HEAT.-M. R. L. 

OZONE AND ANTOZ ONE.-C . H. Du P. 
PER PETUAL MOTION.-F. J. A. 

TABLE CC'rl.Rfly.-It is possible that the carving knives which PROPULSION ON CANALS.-E. O. P. 

troubleR. S. S. R., with their relenting temper were not heated enough PSYCHIC FORCE.-J. E. H.-G. W. R. 
to harden them, except on the edge; or that they were dipped when hot, SEASONINH LUMBER BY DRY STEAJ\L-H. G. B, 
so that only the edge was suddenly cooled. If the blades were cooled be· 

THE AEROLITE T HEORY.-C. M tween cold plates, the edge and back might be hard and the middle of the 
blade softer. Then, when the edge wore away. the temper would grad· VAIN EGOTISTS.-R 
ually fail. It the knives, while in his possession, were sharpened on an 
emery wheel or dry grindstone, the temper might have been extracted by 
friction heating; and, furthermore, as 'I constant dropping wears away 

stone," so a frequent Ileating to a ten. perature of 2120 may lower the tem
per of steel by relaxing the rigid cohesion of its particles. In any case 
here mentioned, the quality of the steel remains uni:1jured, and its temper 
can be restored by rehardening. Working hot steel has been my business 
for 22 years, and I am surprised at the assertions in the paper read at the 
London Association of Foremen Engineers, entitled 'I tVhat is Steel?" I 
take exception to many of its statements. Watching the effects of circu n· 

stances upon the temper of steel has been my practice. It is f\ingnlar how 
slight a tIling may change its nature . R. S. S. H. may be laughed at for 
his scalding water tIlcory, but he is not much out of the way.-B. F, S., of 
N. Y. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.-A. D.-B. 'l'.-J. C. C. 

QUERIES.-A. D.-A. L. W. Jr.-W. J. H. 

CInder thi8 headinfl we 8hall PUbU8h weekly notes of 80me Q{t hemore promi· 
nent home and forman vatents. 

DENTAL DRILL.-Alexander Hartman, of Murfreesborough, Tennessee.
A rattan is applied in a dental drill as the flexible rod or connection by 
which the burr-holding mandrel is revolved. A double threaded nut is 
applied to the holder and the rattan within a tube to connect the two parts 
together. The invention is used with some rotating device similar to the 

BEI,I,ows.-Let L. V. H. take a common wash tub or half fiddle drill movement, or otherwise as may be expedient. 

barrel j put a keg inside it, with a hole one inch in diameter. Adjust a 
small bellows in connection with tIle keg, to be worked by a treadle. A 

rubber hose will do to convey the air from tlll� keg to the flame. Fasten 
tile keg to the bottom of the tub, und two thirds lill tIle latter with water. 
'Vhen the bellows is worked, the air cannot pass out of tIle mouth of tIle 
tube as fast as it is forced into the keg, so the air forces the water out of 
the hole; and the weight of the water forces a steady pressure of air 
through t.he tubc.-·T. E. L .. of Ky. 

TARLE CUTI,ERY.-I will answer that scalding water is of far 
too Iow a degree of heat to hnve any effect on the temper, but hot gl'('a�e 

(which table cutlery is likely to come in contact wIth in the hands of Fler" 
vants), might, if it was brought almost to a flaming point. However, all 
Ltble cutlery is lwrdened in oil, :lnd the degree of heat that will give the 
11(,8t result on the thinner part of the blade will not harden the back at all. 
Hardly any knife with nnyUling like a tlli('k back iEl. hn:rdenf'd for more 

than one thirll 01' it..:. willtIL -n . P., of 1]1. 

BELTS.-S. G. D., ill vressillg one ellu of his" straight faced 
tightener" to the bcH harder than the other, is only illnstrating the prin
ciple of the 'I Cl'OWnillg�·' or 'I high faced pulley. "-E. R. T" of Pa. 

STREET CARRIAGE.-Mr. George S. McHenry, of Kansas city, Missouri, 
has invented an improvement in the construction of street carriages to adapt 
them more especially for running upon Nicolson and other smooth pave
ments, and which will make the carriage as convenient as a street car, while 
req uiring no track. The wheels are made large so as to roll easily and 
smoothly. The axles are bent twice at right angles near each wheel, so as 
to bring the horizontal middle part of the axle close to the ground. The 
body of the carriage is conneeted with the axles by bolts or other devices to 
keep it in place. Springs are interposed between the body and the axles, 
having sufficient strength and elasticity to support the carriage body and 
C:luse it to ride easy. The springs are made of steel or other suitable mate
rial, and of any suitable form. The lower part of thE', side walls of the body 
of the carriage is made double for a sufficient hight to form recesses to re· 
ceive the wheels, so that the latter may be entirely out of the way and almost 
en tirely ou t of sight, and, at the same time, not lessen the carrying capaGity 
of the carriage. 

BALANCING P[STON. -Leonard Finley, of St. Louis, Mo.-This invention 
relating to steam or air pistons working horizontally; it consists in providing 
one or more cavities in the face of the piston at the under side, and admit
ting steam thereto to act between the piston and the cylinder to eOtlnter!,!,ct 
the \\ eight. The arrangement also facilitates lubricatlOn. 
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GUN LOCK. -William N. Bennett, of Illyria, Iowa. -This invention is a new 
trigger mechanism which can be used like a plain trigger, or set to consti
tute a hair trigger, as may be desired. It consists In connecting the main 
trigg'er by a slotted arm and pin with the discharge lever so that it will 
swing said lever plainly for an ordinary discharge, or first lock and then 

suddenly release it for more accurate firing. 

COVER FOR rHE LENS OF PIIOTOGRAPHIC CAlIERA.-Oscar W .  Noble, 
of Darlington, Wis., assignor to himself and Luke Agur, of same place.
This invention rela tes to covers for lenses of photogI·aphing apparatus j and 
consists in the application of hinged caps to photographIc cameras for the 
purpose of covering and uncovering the lenses. An arrangement of an arm 
an arbor, ears, cranks, rod, crank, and handle, is employed, whereby the 
caps are operated through the turning of a crank to immediately and 
simultaneously open or close the caps when desired. 

MACHINE FOR CUTTING CLOTH.-Ephraim B. Wells, of New York city ._ 
An Important improvement in textile manufacturing is that of ·Ephraim B. 
"Yells, of New York city, an improved machine for cutting cloth. In this 
machine two drums are mounted, respectively, upon horizontalshaftiiwhich 
hang in horizontal frames, pivoted to an upright post of the main frame. 
TIle drums are in line with each other, and serve to hold an endless band or 
belt, made of thin metal, with projecting lancet shaped cutters that are 
sharp ened at one or both edges. The back ends of the frames are connected 
with each other by a rod, carrying a nut, and a spring or piece of rubber. 
under the nut. The nut and rod serve to hold the band tense, and the spring 
gives it the requisite degree of elasticity. A projecting arm carries a grooved 
wheel, in which the band is guided to prevent swinging. The platform on 
which the cloth js supported is of circular form, and is surrounded by an 
annular platform, which is, by wheels, supported on a lower prOjecting 
flange of the first named platform, so that it can be turned around. Both 
platfol'llls are slotted to permit the removal and application of the baud. 
The cloth to be cut is placed upon the first named platform and fed against 
the continuous cutter in the requisite direction; it then arrives in rear of 
the cutter, where it is, in part. supported by the ring platform, and can be 
readily be brought in front of the cu tter by turning tile ring. This avoi(\� to 
a great extent, the labor of bodily carrying the cloth to the fron t, such labor 
being, at times, considerable when the cloth in its several thicknesses 
weighs one hundred pounds or more. At the sides of the cutter are fastened, 
to the supporting platform, small metal plates, which have a slight lateral 
play, being slotted where the fastening pins p ass through them. These 
plates line the slot above mentioned in the platform just in line with the 
cutter, aud yield slightly to the side whenever some cloth is dragged down 
into the slot by the ('uttet·. They therefore prevent the clogging of the 
machine. 

WATER WHEEL.-J. Bell, of Carrollton, MO.-This is a vertical wheel, 
running in a vertical trunk or cylinder. The wheel consists 01 a shaft run
ning on a suitable step. A spiral web passes down this shaft, the pitcn o� 
the web being varied according to the head. At proper intervals along this 
web, project from the web, buckets, the space underneath the buckets being 
filled up with wood. The water passes into the upper part of the trunk 
jrhrough inclined chutes and acts upon the buckets to turn the wheel. 
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